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Abstract

tle differences in user’s choice of words. In other words
responses generated using fixed templates cannot entertain
the users way of speaking. This is not only a major userexperience problem, user studies have also shown that inflexible robotic responses do not inspire trust and users are
unlikely to return resulting in poor adoption of the technology. In this project we explore if we can alleviate this
problem by automatically generating responses in an unsupervised manner using reinforcement learning so that the
responses easily adapt to the users way of speaking thereby
appearing more attentive and natural.

Conversational e-commerce agents often generate responses based on templates that are instantiated using slots.
Such systems are therefore unable to entertain the users way
of speaking and end up sounding robotic. We are interested
in generating entertaining natural language responses to
user queries when we already know the user intent and the
factual elements of the answer, i.e. slots. We model the task
as a stochastic search problem over the space of all possible sentences that includes the slot and can be generated
from the users query. We represent the state as an ordered
sequence of words and specify permutation and transform
operators to carry out the state transition. We propose a
new scoring function designed to reward grammatical correctness and proximity to the users way of speaking. We
show that our state transition operators and scoring function lead the MCTS to generate natural responses for small
to medium length queries, while the performance for long
queries needs further tuning.

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The e-commerce industry has moved very fast on enabling voice commerce with all the major players having
released some form of conversational shopping capability.
Recent advances in machine learning, especially deep learning, has endowed conversational e-commerce agents with
profound intent and named entity recognition capabilities.
This allows such conversational systems to correctly detect
the same intent irrespective of the way the user speaks. For
example, a properly trained NLU system will identify both
“What is there in my cart” and “What do I have in my cart”
as the queryCart intent. However these advances are yet to
reflect on the responses from these agents, which are mostly
templatized. As shown in Figure 1, in both these cases the
response is usually something like “Your cart contains an
apple”. The responses do not take into account the sub-

Figure 1. The blue question can be replied with the green entertaining answer but instead we have the red

1.2. Setup
Conversational systems usually have the structure as
shown in Figure 1 The intent and NER module handles
complexities in natural language very well and hence understands what the user wants. Accordingly the intent executor
executes the intent and generates certain words or phrases,
also called slots, that form a part of the answer, (i.e. “ginger
bread”, “great value” and “$2.49” are the slots in Figure 2).
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3. Related Work
Natural Language Generation is an active area of research. In [11] Lemon models NLG as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP), but instead of focusing on the sentence generation, the paper tries to solve the problem of choosing the
right template (i.e List, Contrast, Cluster etc) to present the
information. In [18] Swanson et.al discusses a generative
language modelling approach to NLG when all the words
are constrained to come from a predefined vocabulary, similar to our case. The paper discusses the idea of how to
use traditional smoothing to generalize over different contexts and outcomes. In [9] the authors have addressed the
problem of concept-to-text generation using discriminative
ranking over hypergraphs that encode exponentially many
derivations of a probabilistic CFG.
Moving on to deep learning techniques, in [7] Dusek
et.al introduces the first fully trainable entertainmentenabled NLG system. It uses a deep learning based approach to response generation using RNN and sequenceto-sequence models with attention. The authors experiment
on a dataset related to the public transport domain. The
problem discussed is exactly similar to the one we are solving here, except that we are proposing an unsupervised approach. There have been several other studies on applying
deep learning for NLG. In [19] the authors propose a RNN
based approach to context-aware text generation by encoding the context into a continuous semantic representation
and then decoding the representation to text sequences. [12]
proposes a novel CNN based sequence-to-sequence model
for NLG that allows building of hierarchical model which
encapsulates word dependencies via shorter path than RNN.
[22], like us, also tries to solve the problem of rule based
QA systems by proposing a context-aware LSTM (CALSTM) model for NLG which is reported to have obtained
state-of-the-art performance. However all such methods are
supervised and are highly data driven.
Reinforcement Learning techniques present a natural
choice for unsupervised approaches to many different tasks.
[20] is a tutorial that summarizes techniques for applying
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) to NLG while [17]
proposes an Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) based
solution to text-generation. Finally, in [10] the authors
describe a constrained-NLG technique using Monte Carlo
Tree Search (MCTS). The paper describes the similarity between the game of Go and NLG w.r.t the evaluation of the
output being deferred to the very last step. In order to carry
out the evaluation of the generated sentences, the paper proposes a syntactical score and an n-gram model based score.
While the syntactical score ensures generated sentences are
grammatically correct, the n-gram model score ensures that
it makes sense. Though the results reported are preliminary,
this technique can be explored further due its simplicity and
ease of tuning to improve results.

Figure 2. Execution flow of a conversational grocery assistant

The last module, which is the response generator, generates the final response by instantiating some templates using
these slots. In Figure 2 the template could have been “Ok, I
can get you ${product} from ${brand} for ${price}. Would
you like to add it to your cart?”. We will only try to fix
this last module, by automatically generating the responses
instead of instantiating a fixed template. It may be noted
here that we are not trying to generate the answer to the
user’s question (that is done by the second module), but
given the answer, we are trying to generate a sentence
that will include the answer and sound more personalized
to the users way of speaking, also called “entertaining” in
NLG literature.

2. Problem Definition
Given the original user utterance denoted as an ordered
sequence of words
u : {u1 , u2 , ...un }

(1)

and the answer slot a which we treat to be atomic, we want
to generate a response R given by
R

= Rp (u) a Rs (u)

(2)

where the prefix Rp (u) and the suffix Rs (u) are, possibly
empty, ordered sequences of words, that depend on the original utterance u. Both Rp (u) and Rs (u) are to be computed
jointly to that the final response R satisfies the following
qualitative constraints
1. R is a valid English sentence (it is grammatically
correct)
2. R has high score as determined by a conversational
language model (it makes sense),
3. R does not sound like a question, and
4. R sounds very similar to what the user said.
As a concrete example, given “u = {what do i have in my
cart}” and the answer slot “a = an apple”, we want to generate “R = {you have an apple in your cart}” where Rp =
{you have} and Rs = {in your cart}
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4. Dataset

Assumption: For questions, entertaining responses can
be generated by reusing words from the original user utterance after inducing some, possibly empty, transformation
on them and permuting their order. This assumption is valid
for a large number of questions.
Target ans: Let P(u) denote the set of all unique permutations of the ordered sequence u, with Pk (u) denoting one
such permutation. Let T (ui ) denote a transformation operation on an element of the ordered sequence u where the
transformation can be either a deletion or change of tense,
person etc. Then above assumption, along with Eqn 1 and
Eqn 2 imply that the expected response R can be written as

We are using a private data set from WalmartLabs. The
data set consists of 20000 synthetic and live examples. The
ith data point di is a 4-tuple given by
di = (ui , Ii , ai , ei )
where ui is the user question string, Ii is the intent, ai is
the answer slot and ei is any named entity if present. An
example data row is {“do you have milk”, “search”, “low
fat milk priced at 3 dollars”, “milk”}
Test Set: 40 queries from this dataset, spanning 10 intents (4 paraphrases for each intent) have been hand picked
by analysts as a small test group that adequately represents
the entire gamut of conversations users normally have with
the system. As explained in section 2, for each of these 40
examples, given ui and ai our task is to generate an entertaining response R.
Conversational Data Set: Though our core solution
is unsupervised, one of the solution components involve
building a classifier that can classify valid vs invalid sentences. Since we are dealing with predominantly conversational data, we decided to use the Cornell Movie-Dialogues
Corpus [5] that has 220579 conversational exchanges between 10292 pairs of movie characters.
Pre-processing: A salient feature of the movie dialogue
data set is that it is heavily contracted, i.e. “I am”, “there is”
etc are always mentioned as “I’m”, “tehre’s” etc. We built
a map from contracted to un-contracted words and passed
the extracted set of dialogues through a regex filter to capture contracted forms and replace then with their expanded
forms. We followed this by other normalization steps like
converting everything to lower case, splitting multi sentence
rows into individual lines and removing other punctuation
and special characters like quotes and ellipsis. After the pre
processing step, we got a total of 516281 sentences. Details of training, test and validation data set generation and
feature extraction is described in the next section when we
describe the sub-component that requires this data

R = P(T (u1 ), T (u2 ), ...T (un ), a)

(3)

In other words, we are assuming that the target answer can
be obtained by suitably the transformed words of the original user utterance and the un-transformed answer slot.
State and Transformation: We model the problem as a
discrete state single-player game play problem, where the
state of the game at point t is given by St the sentence
formed so far. The state transition operators P and T operate on S to take it to a new game state. A game-state
evaluation function E, evaluates the game state at each step
t and provides feedback to the agent. The agent stops after
making a pre-defined number of max moves.

5.1. Evaluation function
We define the evaluation function as follows
E(s) = t(s) ∗ {c ∗ k(s) + (1 − c) ∗ l(s) + b(s, u)}

(4)

where 0 ≤ c, t(s), k(s), l(s), b(s, u) ≤ 1. We describe
each of these terms briefly.
Syntactical correctness: t(s) is the probability of the
sentence being syntactically correct. We extract 16000 sentences of length between 5 to 10 words from the cleaned
Cornell Movie-Dialogue dataset described in section 4.
These are our valid sentences. For each of these valid sentences we generate 3 invalid sentences by randomly permuting the valid sentences. This gives us 48000 invalid sentences. We then use the Stanford NLP Parser to obtain the
dependency parsed trees for all 64000 of them. From each
tree, we extract the following features

5. Method
We begin with 2 observations
• When initiating a conversation in the e-commerce domain, user queries are paraphrased either as a command (e.g. “buy apples”) or as a question (e.g. “can
you get me some apples”, with the question type being
predominant.

• All non-terminal nodes in in-order traversal
• All non-terminal nodes in pre-order traversal
• All sub-tree roots up to a depth of height - 1 and their
first level children.

• Entertainment (as used in our context) is only relevant
when users paraphrase their queries as questions since
the other type, commands, are linguistically neutral
and can be answered in many different ways.

These feature sets, properly tagged as valid and invalid are
divided into validation set (1000 each of valid and invalid
feature sets), test set (1000 each of valid and invalid feature
3

sets) and training set (all the rest). Using this we train a
Naive Baye’s classifier which has an accuracy of 87% on
the training set. The final output for t(s) is overridden to be
0, irrespective of the classifier output if, the input sentence
contains any of FRAG, SINV, SBARQ, WHADVP, or SQ
nodes, since these always indicate a question being asked,
which the generated sentence is trying to answer.
Similarity to the users utterance: b(s, u) the smoothed
BLEU-4 score of the generated sentence s when compared
to the reference which is the user utterance u. High BLEU
score is desirable.
Probability of s: k(s) measures the expected KneserNey smoothed trigram probability over the entire sentence,
while l(s) measures the expected Jelinek-Mercer smoothed
bi-gram probabilities over the entire generated sentence. c
is a fixed empirically determined constant that weights the
contribution of k(s) vs l(s). c is set to 0.2

as described here [2]
s
V̂ (z, a) +

n(z)e(d)
n(z, a)

(6)

As shown in figure 3, whenever the MCT makes a move
from a state Sk to Sm we store the previous and next steps
in a separate file, which we plan to use later as explained in
the future work section.

5.2. Baseline: Random Sampling
We first create a baseline random sampling solution to
this problem. At each trial the algorithm chooses either the
P or the T operator randomly and applies them on S. This
continues for a fixed number of trials and we take the best
sentence generated.
Data: u, a
Result: s∗ : The best sentence generated
Initialize s0 = u;
maxIter = 1000;
while iter < maxIter do
O = randomChoice (P,T );
s = O(s);
s∗ = max(s∗ , s);
iter += 1;
end
Algorithm 1: Baseline random sampling

Figure 3. Execution flow of a conversational grocery assistant

5.3. Monte Carlo Tree Search

6. Result

For a more effective approach we carry out the search
over the state space using Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS). We use the same variant of the algorithm as described in [10], except we use our own evaluation function
defined in Eqn 4. We use two different bandit algorithms to
select nodes. The first one is the Upper Confidence Bound
(UCB) given by
r
log N
UCB1 = vi + C
(5)
ni

Here are some of our best results with the scores as measured by E mentioned beside them.
User: do you have any apples that are sold individually
Agent: i do have gala apples that are sold individually
[0.648]
User: which apples are sold individually
Agent: gala apples are sold individually [0.719]

where vi is the avg score of the
√ outcomes (sentences) that
went through this node, C = 2, N is the total number of
trials so far, and ni is the total number of visits to the ith
candidate so far.
For the PUCT variant we use the the following to determine the transition, where symbols have the same meaning

User: can you get me some apples that are sold individually
Agent: i can get you gala apples that are sold individually
[0.67]
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• We will explore Expert Iteration System that generalizes the learning from the state transitions, which can
then be used as a feedback to MCTS at the simulation
step.

The following table describes our result in detail. The data
set was so chosen so as to have 10 short queries (less than 5
words), 20 medium queries (between 5 to 10 words) and 10
long queries (more than 10 words). We ran the our 3 variants on all groups and observed the results. The algorithm
performs well for short queries and performance deteriorates, both in terms of quality of sentences, and run time for
longer queries. It is interesting to note that our empirically
designed evaluation function E has good correlation with
human evaluation, though we need to investigate this more
rigorously.
Length
<= 5

5 − 10

>= 11

Bandit
UCT
PUCT
Random
UCT
PUCT
Random
UCT
PUCT
Random

Score
0.7129
0.6990
0.4127
0.6274
0.6035
0.3255
0.5535
0.5932
0.3881

9. Project Code
The project code base is available at github:
https://github.com/isnehasish/cs229-proj-code

10. Contribution
This project was completed by mukherji@stanford.edu
working alone.

Human
80.0%
70.0%
50.0%
55.0%
60.0%
10.0%
40.0%
40.0%
0.0%
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